Everyday Apron
What you'll need:
3/8 yard Fabric A (main apron, floral part in picture)
1/3 yard Fabric B (pocket, green lattice in picture)
1/2 yard Fabric C (top of pocket and ties, striped fabric in picture)
Cutting Instrtuctions:
 Cut two pieces from pattern, one for the front and one for the back.
 Cut 1 strip of fabric 5″ by 42″ for the ruffle
 Cut 1 strip of fabric 5″ by 42″ for the waistband
Sewing Instructions:
1. Press ruffle piece (5″ by 42″ long strip) in half lengthwise wrong
sides together.

Step 1
2. To finish the ends of the ruffle, take the end and fold right sides
together and stitch across the end 1/2″ from the edge. Repeat for other
end.

Step 2
3. Turn right side out; press.
Step 3
4. Gather the ruffle piece by zigzag stitching over a piece of dental
floss, making sure to not stitch into the dental floss.

Step 4
5. Fold piece in half to find the middle and mark it with a pin.

Step 5

6. Gather evenly.

Step 6
7. Matching center of ruffle with center of apron, pin ruffle to right
side of apron. Place the edge of ruffle off the edge of the apron.
To make the ruffle taper into the apron, bring the finished end point
of the ruffle over to the marking line on the pattern.
Step 7

8. Place the other apron piece on top, right sides together, pin and
stitch all the way around 1/2 inch from the edge.

Step 8

9. Turn right side out and top stitch all the way around sides
along the ruffle. You do not need to stitch across the to

Step 9

10. For the waistband press 5″ by 42″ inch piece in half
lengthwise. Open up and press each edge to center, then fold in
half and press. Finish each end the same way as the ruffle ends.
Pin to top of apron.
Top stitch all the way around the edge.

Step 10

